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Welcome To Dolphins Online Healthcare Training 
Programs



Dolphins (Ghana) Ltd is an incorporated registered 

business providing workforce training and development 

for clinical and non-clinical personnel in the healthcare 

sector.

Our blended learning & training platforms are online 

and face-to-face.

Our interactive presentations, webinars and lectures 

cover a range of  CPD accredited topics aimed at the 

whole team

Our trainers are available to provide support when 

contacted.

Our aim is to provide up-to-date, easily accessible 

relevant training material. 
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‘May I’ : 

Please & Thank You’

Consent & Dignity



 Meaning of  Consent

 Age  of  Consent

 Ability to Consent

 Informed Consent

 Verification of  

Consent

 Proof  of  Consent

Session Aim



Meaning /Definition



LET’S 
DISCUSS



Emergency 
Appointment 

Eventually Requires 
Extraction

Scenario 1



Routine Check-up 
With Fissure Sealant

Scenario 2



Under 16 Yr old, Teenager, 
Anxious
Uncooperative 

Needle Phobic, 

Scenario 3



Dentures –Elderly Person, regular patientScenario 4



https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/informed-consent-i-history-informed-

consent

Thomas Percival's historic Medical Ethics (1803)

[T]o a patient … who makes inquiries which, if faithfully answered, 

might prove fatal to him, it would be a gross and unfeeling wrong to 

reveal the truth. His right to it is suspended, and even annihilated; 

because its beneficial nature being reversed, it would be deeply 

injurious to himself, to his family, and to the public. And he has the 

strongest claim, from the trust reposed in his physician, as well as 

from the common principles of humanity, to be guarded against 

whatever would be detrimental to him …. The only point at issue is, 

whether the practitioner shall sacrifice that delicate sense of veracity, 

which is so ornamental to, and indeed forms a characteristic 

excellence of the virtuous man, to this claim of professional justice 
and social duty. (pp. 165–166)From Percival's perspective, the physician does not lie or act 

improperly in beneficent acts of deception and falsehood, as long 
as the objective is to give hope to the dejected or sick patient.

https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/informed-consent-i-history-informed-consent


Shortly thereafter, two opinions by the Kansas Supreme Court in the case 

of Natanson v. Kline (1960) pioneered the use of the legal charge of 

negligence in informed-consent cases, rather than that of battery. The court 

established the duty of disclosure as the obligation "to disclose and explain to 
the patient in language as simple as necessary the nature of the ailment, 
the nature of the proposed treatment, the probability of success or of 
alternatives, and perhaps the risks of unfortunate results and unforeseen 
conditions within the body" (Natanson v. Kline, 1960).

During the 1950s and 1960s, the traditional duty to obtain consent evolved 

into a new, explicit duty to disclose certain types of  information and then 

to obtain consent. 

https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/informed-consent-i-history-informed-

consent

https://www.encyclopedia.com/science/encyclopedias-almanacs-transcripts-and-maps/informed-consent-i-history-informed-consent




 Disclosure of  information: Duty of  confidentiality –
even after death

 Competency of  the patient (or responsible adult) to 
make a  decision

 Voluntary nature of  the decision

 Opportunity to refuse at any point in time – Not legally 
binding.

 Written, Signed, Witnessed

Valid informed consent for healthcare procedures must include five 
major elements



Chapter 3

Pages 50-53







https://www.bestmedicalforms.com/dental-treatment-

consent-form.html

https://c1-

preview.prosites.com/50781/wy/docs/consent/Consent

%20for%20Anesthetic.pdf

https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/3401358/

denture-consent-form

http://www.bocaratondentalcare.net/docs/dentalconsent-

vizilite_0001.pdf

https://www.bestmedicalforms.com/dental-treatment-consent-form.html
https://c1-preview.prosites.com/50781/wy/docs/consent/Consent for Anesthetic.pdf
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/3401358/denture-consent-form
http://www.bocaratondentalcare.net/docs/dentalconsent-vizilite_0001.pdf




THE DENTAL 
TEAM

This session:

• Meaning of  Dignity

• Patient’s Expectations

• Acknowledging Patient’s 

Right to Dignity

• Consequences of  Breach

• Making Amends



Meaning

A sense of  wellbeing

A sense of  self-worth, 

Physical and Psychological 

Integrity & Empowerment



How do you 
acknowledge & 
Uphold Dignity

Signpost Signpost patients to other services if  required

Support
Support patients to maintain/improve on their 
dental / oral health, Be Polite

Do Not Be
Do Not Be Judgmental, Prejudiced, Discriminatory 
or Belittle, 

Give
Give patients the opportunity to ask questions, 
ensure they really understand. Respect their Right 
to making a decision about their treatment & Care

Inform
Inform – Give patients the right information in 
privacy in a way they can understand clearly

Listen & 
Respond

Listen & Respond to Preferences, Concerns –
Patients & Family and Colleagues (Airline Captain 
Effect)

Listen, hear 
& Listen

Listen, hear & Listen again



LET’S DISCUSS 
Acknowledging & 
Maintaining 
Patients Dignity





https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3208501/dentist-russian-

moscow-bad-state/

It would appear that the dentist chair has had' a 

filling' but maybe it needs a scale and polish as 
well   Credit: Cover Images

Cleanliness Dignifies the profession

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3208501/dentist-russian-moscow-bad-state/


Emmanuel Kuto: 

As a doctor’s wrong prescription killed my wife 

at Ridge Hospital the nurses laughed



Maintaining 
Trustworthiness

◦ Show Respect – Yourself, Your Colleagues, 
Your Patients

◦ Do Not Express Personal Belief  To Patients 
To Exploit Their Feeling Of  Vulnerability

◦ Be Open And Honest In Passing On 
Information, Advice On Policy, Services 
And Fees.

◦ Always Declare Gifts, Presents received on 
behalf  of  the team in line with Surgery/ 
Organisational policy.

◦ Do Not Have Any Improper Emotional Or 
Sexual Relationships With Patients –
Includes Innuendo, Insinuation, Hints Or 
Suggestions



Dignity – Human Right

• All Inclusive

• No Discrimination – age, gender, 

religion, tribe, profession, social 

status/affiliation, ability to pay

• No Compromises

• Birth to Death



Everyone is 

Someone



Anyone 
can be 

Someone



Breaching a Person’s Dignity 

I Can’t Breathe

Accountability To 

- Patient, 

- Profession, 

- Public/Society

- Personal



Duty of  Candour

Openness And Honesty 

When Things Go Wrong



When things 
go wrong:

◦Inform patient’s, family & Carers

◦Give a full explanation of  what has gone 
wrong & both the short and  long-term 
effects/expectations

◦Put matters right where possible

◦Offer both a verbal and written apology

◦Assign a member of  staff  to monitor & 
liaise with the patient and family.

◦Keep contemporaneous notes



LET’S 
REMEMBER 
Acknowledging 
Consent & 
Maintaining Patients 
Dignity

Ask … Don’t 

Assume 



CONSENT & 
DIGNITY

‘MAY I’ : 

PLEASE & 
THANK YOU’



Thank You

Series

Questions
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